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Abstract—The paper proposes a new method for designing
deniable encryption protocols characterized in using RSA-like
probabilistic public-key encryption algorithms. Sender-, receiver-,
and bi-deniable protocols are described. To provide bi-deniability
in the case of attacks perfored by an active coercer stage of entity
authentication is used in one of described protocols.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The regular encryption schemes provide very high security
against known-plaintext and chosen text attacks, therefore they
are widely used to protect information sent via telecommunication channels from unauthorized access. However, in real
world sometimes an adversary (coercer) has power to force a
user to open encryption keys. Such attacks are called coercive.
To provide security against such attacks it was introduced
notion of deniable encryption (DE) [1]. The DE schemes
are classiﬁed according to which party of the communication
session may be coerced: sender-deniable, receiver-deniable,
sender- and receive-deniable (bi-deniable) schemes in which
coercer attacks the sender, the receiver, and the both parties,
correspondingly. There are also considered shared-key DE protocols [2] and public key ones [2], [3]. Practical applications
of the DE protocols relate to prevention of the vote buying in
the internet-voting systems [4], [5], to providing secure multiparty computations [6], and to providing information secrecy
with practical methods of the public-key deniable encryption
[7], [8], [9], [10].
Resistance of the DE protocols to coercive attacks is
provided due to potential possibility to decrypt the ciphertext
c in different ways. The receiver can open the secret message
t, but when being coerced he opens the fake message m.
It should be mentioned the issue about time at which the
attacked parties have to decide on the fake message. In the
plan-ahead DE protocols the fake message is selected at
time of encryption. There are known practical public-key DE
schemes [11] and shared-key DE ones [2] in which the fake
message is ﬁxed and selected before or during the encryption
process. From theoretic point of view the ﬂexible DE protocols
represent signiﬁcant interest, in which the fake massage can
be selected arbitrary at time of the coercive attack.
Possibility of the alternative decryption in the ﬂexible
public-key DE protocols is connected with using a random
value r when encrypting the secret message t. The public-key
encryption can be represented with the formula c = EP (t, r),

where P is a public key. At time of the coercive attack the
sender of the message can open a fake message m with another
random value r =r such that c = EP (m, r ). The fake random
value r can be computed with some faking algorithm FP ,
parametrized with the public-key value P. The algorithm FP
is considered as a part of the DE scheme. Its input is the
pair (c, m), i.e. r = FP (c, m). The fake message can be
selected arbitrary at time when the sender and/or the receiver
of the ciphertext are coerced. Examples of such design of
the DE protocols are presented in papers [12], [13]. In that
protocols the secret message is encrypted consecutively bit by
bit. Besides, each bit is sent in form of large pseudo-random
number having size more than 1000 bits.
Present paper proposes a novel design of ﬂexible publickey DE protocols in which the message is transformed as a single data block that provides signiﬁcantly higher performance.
Besides, the proposed protocols provide simple and very
fast procedure (performing only one modulo multiplication
operation) for computing the fake random input (which plays
role of the local encryption key) connected with the fake
message. The main feature of the proposed design is combining probabilist public-key encryption with the commutative
encryption, the last being implemented without exchanging
encryption keys (called local keys). The random values are
generated independently of the secret and fake messages,
therefore they are not saved in computer memory. The role
of the random values used while performing the public-key
encryption consists only in randomizing the ciphertexts. Due to
such destination of the random values and due to lack of their
connection with messages (secret and fake ones) it is supposed
that at time of coercive attack the coercer demands opening
the source message, the secret and private keys, including the
local keys, but not values of the randomization parameter of
the probabilistic public-key encryption algorithm.
The paper organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
commutative encryption algorithm and RSA-like public-key
encryption algorithms used in the proposed DE protocols.
Section 3 describes the sender-deniable, receiver-deniable, and
sender&receiver-deniable protocols in which the fake message
is selected at time of attack. Section 4 describes a bi-deniable
plan-ahead DE protocol. Section 5 presents discussion. Section
6 concludes the paper.
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II.

E NCRYPTION ALGORITHMS USED IN FRAME OF THE
PROPOSED DE PROTOCOLS

A. Commutative encryption
If some encryption function E satisﬁes the following
condition
EK [EQ (M )] = EQ [EK (M )],
where K and Q are encryption keys and M is some plaintext,
then it is called a commutative encryption function. Commutative encryption is used in Shamir’s no key protocol (also
called Shamir’s three-pass protocol [14]) described as follows.
Suppose Alice (sender) wishes to send the secret message M to
Bob (receiver), using a public channel and no shared key. For
this purpose they can use the following protocol that provides
privacy:
1) Alice chooses a random key K and encrypts
the message M using a commutative encryption function
E : C1 = EK (M ), where C1 is the produced ciphertext. Then
she sends the ciphertext C1 to Bob.
2) Bob chooses a random key Q and encrypts the ciphertext
C1 using the function E as follows: C2 = EQ (C1 ), where C2
is the produced ciphertext. Then he sends the ciphertext C2 to
Alice.
3) Alice decrypts the ciphertext C2 obtaining the ciphertext
−1
C 3 : C 3 = EK
(C2 ). Then she sends the ciphertext C3 to Bob.
Having received the ciphertext C3 Bob computes the value
−1
M  = EQ
(C3 ). Due to commutativity of the encryption
function the values M  and M are equal, i.e. the protocol
works correctly. Indeed, one has the following:
−1
−1
−1
−1
−1
(C3 ) = EQ
[EK
(C2 )] = EQ
[EK
[EQ (C1 )]] =
M  = EQ
−1
−1
[EK
[EQ (EK (M ))]]
EQ
−1
EQ [EQ (M )] = M.

=

−1
−1
EQ
[EK
[EK (EQ (M ))]]

C = (M ||ρ)eB mod nB π,
where || denotes the concatenation operation; the parameter
ρ is a uniformly random 128-bit string. Decryption of the
ciphertext C is performed with the private value d as follows


M = C dB mod nB π div 2128 .
The parameter ρ takes on a random value that is at moment
of performing the probabilistic public-key encryption operation, i.e. the values ρ are different at arbitrary two steps of
performing the RSA-like encryption. Since the values ρ have
no relation to the input message there is no need to save them
in computer memory. The last explains why we assume that
the coercer does not demand Alice (sender in communication
session) and Bob (receiver of the message) to open the values
ρ, like in other DE protocols [12], [13] opening some used
random values is not supposed.
III.

F LEXIBLE DE PROTOCOLS

A. Sender-side public key DE protocol
The proposed ﬂexible sender-deniable public-key encryption protocol (ﬁg. 1) represents a three-pass DE scheme and
is described as follows.

=

If the used encryption function E is secure to the know
input text attack, then the described three-pass protocol provides security to passive attacks. However it does not provide
authentication, i.e. it is not secure to active attacks. The
mentioned security requirement is not actual for the DE
protocols described in the next section, therefore we use
simple commutative encryption function described as modulo
multiplication of the message M < n and the key K < n :
C = EK (M ) = M K mod n,
where n is an integer containing two large (1024 bits) prime
factors and K is relatively prime to n. The decryption function
is described as follows:
−1
(C) = CK −1 mod n,
M = EK

1) To send the secret message M, where M < nB , Alice
generates her local key K as a random value K < nB such that
gcd(K, nB ) = 1 and computes the value C = M K mod nB
and the ciphertext
C1 = (C||ρ)eB mod nB π = ((M K mod nB )||ρ)eB mod nB π.
Then she sends the ciphertext C1 to Bob.
2) Using his private key dB Bob decrypts the ciphertext C1 :
C||ρ = C1dB mod nB π, generates a random value Q < nB
such that gcd(Q, nB ) = 1 and computes the ciphertext
C2 = CQ mod nB = M KQ mod nB .
Then he sends the value C2 to Alice.

where integer number K −1 is such that K −1 K ≡ 1 mod n.

3) Alice computes the ciphertext

B. RSA-like public encryption algorithm
To perform probabilistic public-key encryption we will
use a modiﬁcation of the RSA algorithm [15] in which it is
speciﬁed a prime π = 2μ+1, where μ is equal to the following
128-bit prime number
338507469684516321177847385852415861521.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The RSA cryptoscheme [15] is used for performing the public
encryption with Bob’s public key (nB , eB ) that is generated
simultaneously with his private key dB as follows. Bob selects
two strong [16] primes p and q having large size (for example,
1024 bits). Then it is computed the value nB = pq and selected
a random number eB (of comparatively small size,for example,
32 bits) that is relatively prime to Euler phi function values
φ(nB ) = (p−1)(q−1) and φ(π) = π−1. The private key dB is
calculated as number dB = e−1
B mod (p − 1)(q − 1)(π − 1).
Probabilistic public-key encryption of some message M (such
that M < nB ) is performed as computing the ciphertext
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C3 = ((C2 K −1 mod nB )||ρ)eB mod nB π =
= ((M Q mod nB )||ρ)eB mod nB π}
and sends the value C3 to Bob.
Bob decrypts the ciphertext C3
:
(M Q mod
nB )||ρ = (C3 )dB mod nB π and discloses the secret
message M as follows: M = (M Q mod nB )Q−1 mod nB .

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Alice

1) To send the secret message M, where M < nA , Alice
generates her local key K as a random value K < nA such that
gcd(K, nA ) = 1 and computes the ciphertext C1 = M K mod
nA . Then she sends the ciphertext C1 to Bob.

Bob

K ←$ ZnB
gcd(K, nB ) = 1
C = M K mod nB
C1 = (C||ρ)eB mod nB π

2) Bob generates a random value Q < nA such that
gcd(Q, nA ) = 1 and computes the ciphertexts C2 = C1 Q mod
nA = M KQ mod nA and

C1

C2 = ((C2 )||ρ)

C||ρ = C1dB mod nB π
Q ←$ ZnB
gcd(Q, nB ) = 1
C2 = CQ mod nB

mod nA π.

Then he sends the value C2 to Alice.
3) Alice decrypts the ciphertext C2 : C2 ||ρ = (M KQ mod
d
nA )||ρ = (C2 ) A mod nA π, where dA is Alice’s private key.
Then she computes the ciphertext

C2

C3 = C2 K −1 mod nA = M Q mod nA

−1

C3 = ((C2 K mod nB )||
||ρ)eB mod nB π

and sends the last value to Bob.
C3

Bob decrypts the ciphertext C3 and gets the secret message:
M = C3 Q−1 mod nA .

M = (M Q mod nB )
Q−1 mod nB

Fig. 1.

eA

Alice
K ←$ ZnA
gcd(K, nA ) = 1
C1 = M K mod nA

Flexible sender-side deniable public-key encryption protocol

The protocol resists the sender-side coercive attack at
which it is supposed that some coercer intercepts the ciphertexts C1 , C2 , and C3 sent during the communication session
and after termination of the protocol he forces Alice to open
the secret message and her local key. When being coerced
Alice chooses some fake message M  such that M  < nB
and such that gcd(M  , nB ) = 1, computes the fake local key
K  = M KM −1 mod nB , and opens the fake values M 
and K  as the real values that had been used at step 1 of
the protocol. One should note that probability of the event
gcd(M  , nB ) = 1 is negligibly small (< 2−1000 ), due to large
size of the both divisors of the number nB .
From the ciphertext C2 coercer is able to calculate the
value Q = C2 M −1 K −1 mod nB for which the following
inequality holds M  Q mod nB = M Q mod nB . However
for the coercer it is computationally infeasible to disclose
Alice’s lie because of the probabilistic encryption performed
at step 3. Indeed, the ciphertext C3 depends on both the
M  Q mod nB and the value ρ, therefore to demonstrate
inequality M  Q mod nB = M Q mod nB the coercer should
show that inequality C3 = ((M  Q mod nB )||ρ)eB mod nB π
holds for all possible values of the parameter ρ. The last is
computationally infeasible due to very large number (2128 ) of
the potentially possible values of the parameter ρ. Thus, the
described protocol in sender-deniable one and its resistance
is deﬁned by security of the RSA-like public-key encryption
algorithm, i.e. its resistance to sender-side coercive attack is
sub-exponential.
B. Receiver-side public key DE protocol
The proposed ﬂexible receiver-deniable public-key encryption protocol is characterized in using the public key of the
sender (ﬁg. 2), i.e. Alice’s public key (nA , eA ). It represents
a three-pass DE protocol described as follows.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bob
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C1
Q ←$ ZnA
gcd(Q, nA ) = 1
C2 = C1 Q mod nA
C2 = ((C2 )||ρ)eA
mod nA π
C2
C2 ||ρ = (C2 )dA mod nA π
C3 = C2 K −1 mod nA =
= M Q mod nA
C3
M = C3 Q−1 mod nA

Fig. 2.

Flexible receiver-side deniable public-key encryption protocol

The protocol resists the receiver-side coercive attack at
which it is supposed that some coercer intercepts the ciphertexts C1 , C2 , and C3 sent during the communication
session and after termination of the protocol he forces
Bob to open the message and his local key. When being coerced Bob chooses some fake message M  such that
M  < nA and gcd(M  , nA ) = 1, computes the fake local
key Q = M QM −1 mod nA , and opens the fake values
M  and Q as the real values. Since probability of the event
gcd(M  , nb ) = 1 is negligibly small (< 2−1000 ), Bob can
select arbitrary fake message M  < nA without checking
condition gcd(M  , nA ) = 1.
From the ciphertext C1 the coercive attacker is able to calculate the value K  = C1 M −1 mod nA = M KM −1 mod

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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nA for which the following inequality holds M  K  Q mod
nB = M KQ mod nB . However for the coercer it is computationally infeasible to disclose Bob’s lie because of the probabilistic encryption performed at step 2. Indeed, the ciphertext
C2 depends on the random value ρ, therefore to demonstrate
inequality M  K  Q mod nB = M KQ mod nB one should
to compute 2128 different values C2∗ = ((M  K  Q mod
nB )||ρ)eB mod nB π to show that for all possible values of
the parameter ρ it always holds the inequality C2∗ = C2 .

Alice

Bob

K ←$ ZnB
gcd(K, nB ) = 1
C = M K mod nB
C1 = (C||ρ)eB mod nB π
C1
C||ρ = C1dB mod nB π
Q ←$ ZnB
gcd(Q, nB ) = 1
C2 = CQ mod nB
C2 = ((C2 )||ρ)eA
mod nA π

Thus, the described protocol in receiver-deniable one and
its resistance to coercive attack has the same order as computational difﬁculty of the problem of factoring modulus nA .
C. Sender&receiver-side public key DE protocol
In the proposed sender-side and receiver-side public-key
DE protocol there are used public keys of both the sender
and the receiver (ﬁg. 3), i.e. Alice’s public key (nA , eA ) and
Bob’s public key (nB , eB ) that satisfy the condition nA > nB .
The proposed DE scheme represents a three-pass protocol
described as follows.
1) To send the secret message M, where M < nB , Alice
generates her local key K as a random value K < nB such that
gcd(K, nB ) = 1 and computes the value C = M K mod nB
and the ciphertext
C1 = (C||ρ)eB mod nB π = ((M K mod nB )||ρ)

eB

mod nB π.

C2
C2 ||ρ

= (M KQ mod nB )||

||ρ = (C2 )dA mod nA π
C3 = C2 K −1 mod nB =
= M Q mod nB
C3 = (C3 )||ρ)eB
mod nB π =
= ((M Q mod nB )||ρ)eB
mod nB π
C3

Then she sends the ciphertext C1 to Bob.

(M Q mod nB ) ||ρ =

2) Using his private key dB Bob decrypts the ciphertext C1 :
C||ρ = C1dB mod nB π, generates a random value Q < nB
such that gcd(Q, nB ) = 1 and computes the ciphertexts

= (C3 )dB mod nB π
M = (M Q mod nB )
Q−1 mod nB

C2 = CQ mod nB = M KQ mod nB .
and

C2 = ((C2 )||ρ)eA mod nA π.

Fig. 3.

Flexible receiver-side deniable public-key encryption protocol

Then he sends the value C2 to Alice.
3) Alice decrypts the ciphertext C2 : C2 ||ρ = (M KQ mod
d
nB )||ρ = (C2 ) A mod nA π, where dA is Alice’s private key.
Then she computes the ciphertext
C3 = C2 K −1 mod nB = M Q mod nB

ﬂexible DE protocols [17], [18] that provide possibility to
select arbitrary fake messages. Bi-deniability in the sense of
resistance to attack at which sender and receiver are coerced
simultaneously is provided with the plan-ahead public-key DE
protocols described in papers [11], [3].
To provide resistance to the attack in which sender and
receiver are coerced simultaneously as well as to active coercive attacks we propose the plan-ahead public-key DE scheme
described in next section.

and
(C3 )||ρ)eB

mod nB π =
C3 =
e
((M Q mod nB ) ||ρ) B mod nB π
and sends the last value to Bob.
:
Bob
decrypts
the
ciphertext
C3
d
(M Q mod nB ) ||ρ = (C3 ) B mod nB π and discloses the
secret message M as follows: M = (M Q mod nB )Q−1 mod
nB .
This protocol combines the protocols from Subsections 3.1
and 3.2 and it is easy to see that the last protocol resists the
sender-side and the receiver-side coercive attacks. However
one should indicate that it does not resist attack at which
Alice and Bob are coerced simultaneously since in this case
they have to select the same fake message, otherwise their lie
will be evident to the coercer. This is a common problem for

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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IV.

P LAN - AHEAD PUBLIC - KEY DE PROTOCOL

Suppose Alice and Bob are users of the RSA cryptosystem;
the pair of numbers (nA , eA ) is Alices public key; dA is her
private key; (nB , eB ) is Bobs public key; dB is his private key.
Besides, Alices and Bobs public keys are such that the numbers
PA = 2nA + 1 and PB = 2nB + 1 are primes and order of
the number 7 is equal to 2nA or nA modulo PA and is equal
to 2nB or nB modulo PB . Earlier primes with such structure
were used in papers [19], [20]. To provide secure transmission
of the secret message from Alice to Bob they can use the DE
protocol that includes the following steps (see ﬁg. 4 in which

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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the steps of generation and veriﬁcation of digital signatures
are omitted):

Alice

Bob

1) Alice selects a 512-bit random value kA and computes
RA = 7kA mod PB and sends the value RA to Bob as her
random choice.

RA = 7kA mod PB

kA ←$ {0, 1}

512

RA

2) Bob selects a 512-bit random number kB , calculates the
value RB = 7kB mod PB and his signature SB to the sum
(RA + RB mod nB ) :

kB ←$ {0, 1}512
RB = 7kB mod PB
RB

SB = (RA + RB )dB mod nB .
Then he transmits the values RB and SB to Alice.
3) Alice veriﬁes validity of Bobs signature to the value
(RA +RB mod nB ). If the signature SB is false she terminates
the protocol. If the signature SB is valid, she computes her
signature SA to the value (RA + RB mod nB ) :
SA = (RA + RB )

dA

kA
ZA = R B
mod PB
V = T ZA mod nB ,
C1 = (M + V )eB mod nB
C2 = V eB mod nB

C1 , C2

mod nA .

kB
ZB = R A
mod PB

Then Alice select a fake message M , calculates the values

V = C2dB mod nB

kA
RB

−1
T  = V ZB
mod nB

ZA =
mod PB , V = T ZA mod nB ,
C1 = (M + V )eB mod nB , C2 = V eB mod nB .
Then Alice sends the ciphertext (C1 , C2 ) and signature SA to
Bob.
4) Bob veriﬁes validity of Alices signature to the value
(RA +RB mod nB ). If the signature SA is false he terminates
the protocol. If the signature SA is valid, he computes the
values
kB
ZB = RA
mod PB ; V = C2dB mod nB .

Then Bob computes the value
−1
T  = V ZB
mod nB

that is equal to T , i.e. he discloses the secret message T sent
by Alice.
This protocol performs correctly. Correctness proof is as
follows:

kB
≡ 7kA kB mod PB
ZB ≡ RA
⇒ ZB = ZA ⇒
k1
ZA ≡ RB
≡ 7kB kA mod PB
−1
−1
≡ V ZA
≡
T  ≡ V ZB
−1
≡ T ZA ZA ≡ T mod nB
⇒ T  ≡ T.
V.

D ISCUSSION

A particular design feature of the protocols described in
Section 3 is using commutative encryption function, like in
the well known three-pass no-key protocols. Like in the lasts,
in the proposed DE protocols the commutative encryption
is performed with local keys selected by each party of the
communication session independently. The local keys play the
role of input randomness of the DE scheme which should
be computed to provide relation of the selected fake message
with the ciphertexts send during the communication session.
Other signiﬁcant feature of the proposed three-pass public-key
DE protocols is performing probabilistic public-key encryption
providing randomization of the ciphertexts that restricts significantly possibilities of the coercer. Due to these two design

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Fig. 4.

Flexible receiver-side deniable public-key encryption protocol

features ﬂexibility of the DE protocols has been provided
together with the super-polynomial security against sender-side
and receiver-side coercive attacks. Comparing the proposed DE
protocols with the ﬂexible DE scheme from papers [12], [21],
[22] one can conclude that the ﬁrst are more practical.
The protocols from Section 3 do not resist simultaneous
coercion of the both parties of the communication session, i.e.
the protocol from Subsection 3.3 is not fully bi-deniable. To
provide full bi-deniability in the DE protocol from Section
4 it is used selection of the fake message at moment of
performing the protocol. To provide resistance to active attacks
of the potential coercer that protocol includes operations of
the mutual entity authentication. If a party of the protocol is
unable to conﬁrm its validity the other party terminated the
process of performing the protocol. At steps 2 and 3 Alice
veriﬁes validity of Bob and at steps 3 and 4 Bob veriﬁes
validity of Alice. Actually, the active coercer is detected before
performing procedures connected directly with the deniable
encryption.
Thus, security of the proposed protocol against active
attacks is provided due to performing the authentication stage.
Alice sends the ciphertext to Bob only after his proving ability
to sign correctly the value RA + RB mod nB that depends on
Alices random choice RA . Correspondingly, Bob decrypts the
ciphertext only after Alices proving her authenticity with her
valid signature to the value RA + RB mod nB that depends
on Bobs random choice RB .
Besides serving as random requests, the values RA and RB
are used by Alice and Bob to perform a hidden public key
agreement procedure that allows them to compute the singleuse shared key Z, the last being applied to encrypt the secret
message T. Actually, the values RA and RB are computationally indistinguishable from uniformly random ones, therefore
attacker is unable to show that these values play the role of the

----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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single-use public keys computed depending on some singleuse private keys kA and kB , correspondingly. The masked
single-use public keys RA and RB are used for computing the
single-use shared key Z = ZA = ZB . In its turn the single-use
shared key Z is applied to compute some pseudo-random value
V = T Z mod nB that contains the secret message T and is
used for randomizing the encryption of the fake message M.
At time of bi-side simultaneous coercive attack Alice and
Bob have possibility to declare plausible about their using the
following probabilistic public-key encryption algorithm:
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